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Objectives

At the end of this presentation the learner will be able to:

1. Describe the  biologic relationship between HPV and Gynecologic Cancer
2. Discuss epidemiology of HPV associated cancers
3. Describe strategies to prevent HPV related Gynecologic Cancer



What is HPV?
human Papillomavirus

• double-stranded DNA viruses

• Over 200 HPV subtypes

• Over 40 can infect genital areas

• 13 subtypes considered high risk

• Cancers of mucosal epithelium

• Most common STI in U.S.
• Nearly all sexually active people infected 
• Within months to a few years of first activity
• Approximately half are with high-risk HPV 



HPV Genome & Oncoproteins

• E6 Protein
• -Binds and degrades p53
• -Inhibits apoptosis
•
• E7 Protein
-Binds and degrades Rb tumor suppressor gene product
• -Stimulates cell proliferation



Four major steps in cervical cancer development

• Oncogenic HPV infection of the 
metaplastic epithelium at the 
cervical transformation zone 

• Persistence of the HPV infection

• Progression of a clone of 
epithelial cells from persistent 
viral infection to precancer

• Development of carcinoma and 
invasion through the basement 
membrane.







Background

• Estimated 43 million HPV 
infections in U.S

• Most infections are transient
• Persistent infection can lead to 

cancer
• Progression from infection to 

invasive cervical cancer: 10-20 
years



How is HPV Transmitted?
• Transmission

• intimate skin-to-skin contact
• use of sex toys or other objects

• Condoms and dental dams
• can lower transmission 
• does not prevent it completely.



Number of HPV-Associated 
and Estimated Number of 
HPV-Attributable Cancer Cases 
per Year

• Approximately    46,711 new cases of 
cancer in areas where HPV is often found

• 25,689 among women

• 21,022 among men

• HPV causes about 37,000 of these cancers

https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/statistics/cases.htm



https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/hpv/statistics/age.htm



Vulvar Cancer



Vulvar 
Cancer

Squamous cell carcinoma the most common histologic type 

1,466 deaths from vulvar cancer

Average age at diagnosis is 68

72%  five-year survival after diagnosis in US 

https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/vagvulv/statistics/index.htm



RISK FACTORS 
AND ETIOLOGY

Vulvar or cervical 
intraepithelial neoplasia History of cervix cancer

Cigarette smoking Vulva lichen sclerosis

Immune deficiency

2 proposed mechanisms 
for SCC
• Chronic inflammatory processes
• Autoimmune process
• HPV infection-



CLINICAL PRESENTATION



DIAGNOSTIC 
EVALUATION

• History of risk factors/symptoms
• Complete pelvic exam
• Color changes
• Masses
• Ulceration
• Colposcopy of vulva
• Biopsy



Histologic Types
• Squamous cell carcinoma

• 75% of cases
• 2 subtypes

• Keratinizing-
•  Not HPV related
• Older patients
• Associated with vulvar dystrophy

• Bowenoid type
• Associated with HPV 16,18, 33
• Younger patients
• Risk factors-first intercourse, multiple partner, cigarette 

smoking

• Less common subtypes 
• Basal Cell- Melanoma-Paget disease of vulva



Vaginal Cancer



INTRODUCTION

• Less common than uterine, ovarian, and cervical
•  More common than vulvar cancer 
• Most are squamous cell carcinomas
• Majority of vaginal malignancies are metastatic
• Often arising from the endometrium, cervix, vulva, 

ovary, rectum



RISK FACTORS 
AND 
EPIDEMIOLOGY

• Approximately 1 in 100,00 diagnosed with in-situ 
or invasive vaginal cancer  

• Most cases of are likely mediated by HPV infection
• Same risk factors as cervical neoplasia:

• multiple lifetime sexual partners
• early age at first intercourse
• current smoker



CLINICAL PRESENTATION

• Asymptomatic 

• Vaginal bleeding is the most common clinical presentation of vaginal 
cancer

• Postcoital
• Postmenopausal
• Blood tinged-watery-malodorous

 

• Vaginal mass may also be discovered 

• Symptoms related to local extension
•  urinary symptoms        
• gastrointestinal complaints     
•  pelvic pain from extension of disease



HISTOPATHOLOGY
• Squamous cell carcinoma 

• Verrucous carcinoma 

• Adenocarcinoma 

• Sarcoma

• Melanoma



PROGNOSIS

The most important variable affecting prognosis 
is the stage at the time of presentation

The size and depth of tumor penetration 

5 survival 65 versus 84 percent in tumors ≤4 cm

 mortality 51 percent higher in women with 
melanoma compared with SCC vaginal cancer 



Invasive Cervical Cancer



Key facts

• Two human papillomavirus (HPV) types (16 and 18) are responsible for nearly 50% of high grade cervical pre-cancers

• Women living with HIV are 6 times more likely to develop cervical cancer compared to women without HIV.

• Vaccination against HPV and screening and treatment of pre-cancer lesions is a cost-effective way to prevent cervical 
cancer.

• Cervical cancer can be cured if diagnosed at an early stage and treated promptly.

• Comprehensive cervical cancer control includes
• primary prevention (vaccination against HPV)
• secondary prevention (screening and treatment of pre-cancerous lesions)
• tertiary prevention (diagnosis and treatment of invasive cervical cancer)
• palliative care







Introduction

Third most common gynecologic 
cancer diagnosis

Human 
papillomavirus 

central to the 
development of cervical 
neoplasia 

can be detected in 99.7 
percent of cervical 
cancers

Common histologic 
types of cervical 
cancer

Squamous Cell 70-75%

Adenocarcinoma 25% 



Cervical Cancer
• Fourth most common cancer among women globally
• 660,000 new cases 2022
• 350,000 deaths 2022
• Highest rates of new cases and deaths worldwide in 

occur in low- and  middle-income countries 



Epidemiology

•604,000 new cancer cases
•342,000 deaths 

Worldwide 2020

•11,542 new cases of invasive cervical cancer 
•4272  cervical cancer-related deaths occur each year

United States 2020

•Depends on the presence of screening programs 
•Cervical precancer and cancer detection
•Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination

Global incidence and mortality rates 



























ACIP Vaccine Recommendations



ACIP Vaccine Recommendations
• Children and adults aged 9 through 26 years. HPV 

vaccination is routinely recommended at age 11 or 12 
years; vaccination can be given starting at age 9 years. 
Catch-up HPV vaccination is recommended for all 
persons through age 26 years who are not adequately 
vaccinated.



ACIP Vaccine 
Recommendations

• Adults aged >26 years. 
• Catch-up HPV vaccination is not 

recommended for all adults aged >26 years.

•  Instead, shared clinical decision-making 
regarding HPV vaccination is recommended 
for some adults aged 27 through 45 years 
who are not adequately vaccinated. 

• HPV vaccines are not licensed for use in 
adults aged >45 years. 



ACIP Vaccine 
Recommendations

• Special populations and medical conditions. 
These recommendations for children and 
adults aged 9 through 26 years and for adults 
aged >26 years apply to all persons, 
vaccination should be delayed until after 
pregnancy; 

• however, pregnancy testing is not needed 
before vaccination. 

• Persons who are breastfeeding or lactating can 
receive HPV vaccine.



ACOG Recommendations 
(1)

• The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices and 
ACOG recommend routine human papillomavirus (HPV) 
vaccination for girls and boys at the target age of 11–12 
years (but it may be given from the age of 9 years) as part 
of the adolescent immunization platform.



ACOG 
Recommendations 
(2-4)

• Obstetrician–gynecologists and other health care 
professionals should:

• strongly recommend HPV vaccination to 
eligible patients and stress the benefits and 
safety of the HPV vaccine.

• assess and vaccinate adolescent girls and 
young women with the HPV vaccine during 
the catch-up period (ages 13–26 years), 
regardless of sexual activity, prior exposure to 
HPV, or sexual orientation, if they were not 
vaccinated in the target age of 11–12 years

• educate parents in their decision making 
regarding vaccinations for their daughters and 
sons.



ACOG Recommendations (5-8)

For some women aged 27–45 years who are previously unvaccinated, obstetrician–gynecologists and other 
health care professionals may use shared clinical decision making regarding the HPV vaccination, considering the 
patient’s risk for acquisition of a new HPV infection and whether the HPV vaccine may provide benefit.

The American College of Obstetrician–Gynecologists does not recommend that an individual who received the 
quadrivalent HPV vaccine be revaccinated with 9-valent HPV vaccine, including those aged 27–45 years who 
previously completed some, but not all, of the vaccine series when they were younger.

Obstetrician–gynecologists are encouraged to stock and administer HPV vaccine in their offices when feasible.

Vaccination is recommended for women through age 26 years even if the patient is tested for HPV DNA and the 
results are positive.



ACOG Recommendations (9-12)

Testing for HPV DNA is not recommended before vaccination.

Human papillomavirus vaccination is not recommended during pregnancy; 
however, routine pregnancy testing is not recommended before vaccination.

The HPV vaccine can and should be given to breastfeeding women age 26 
years and younger who have not previously been vaccinated.

In children with a history of sexual abuse or assault, the HPV vaccine should 
be given as early as possible, starting at age 9 years



Immunogenicity 
and Vaccine 

Efficacy
(Does it Work?)

HPV vaccines are highly immunogenic

All HPV vaccines have been found to have high efficacy (close to 100%) for 
prevention of HPV vaccine type-related persistent infection, cervical intraepithelial 
neoplasia (CIN) 2/3, and adenocarcinoma in situ (AIS) in clinical trials

High efficacy among persons without evidence of prior infection with HPV vaccine 
types

No evidence of efficacy against disease caused by HPV types with which 
participants were already infected at the time of vaccination

Prior infection with one HPV vaccine type did not diminish efficacy of vaccine 
against the other HPV vaccine types



HPV 
Vaccination 

is Cancer 
Prevention



Thank You





Does it Work?
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